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Seasonal Cheer in your Tropical Landscape

F lorida Christmas decorations are quite 
different than those of our friends and 
family in the northern frozen tundra. We 

have images of Santa climbing a palm tree over 
white sand dunes rather than a chimney and drifts 
of snow.

Our island Luminary Night tradition using 
candles in sand-weighted bags to dimly illuminate 
paths enhanced with string lights twinkling in the 
trees and shrubs all around you gently pulls us in 
to the holiday season. Our winters bring delightful 
cold fronts that invite us to spend time out in 
our beautiful Florida landscapes. Here are some 
suggestions to enhance your winter wonderland.

TROPICAL FOLIAGE FOR HOLIDAY CHEER
Island temperatures rarely dip too low in 

December to damage our tropical vegetation. 
Get inspired by the lush foliage in your tropical 
landscape to add to your Holiday decorations this 
year!  

• Colorful Poinsettias are a tropical plant and 
can be planted in the yard for bright holiday 
color. Pair Poinsettias with white Coleus, white 
Geraniums or white Sun-patiens to add instant 
Holiday color outdoors. They can remain in 
their containers located at entrances or patios 
during the holidays and be planted within the 
landscape or planted in your beds to flourish 
long after the Holidays.

• Hanging baskets with red and white compact 
Sun-patiens, red Gerbera daisy, or red and 
white Fuchias, Coleus or Geraniums add 
instant color to any entrance or arbor.  

• Rosemary topiary formed to a miniature 
Christmas tree and decorated with traditional 
small ornaments or beach themed shell 
ornaments makes a great accent or gift and 
can be enjoyed long into the New Year by 
providing fresh herbs.

• Winter blooming bulbs including Amaryllis or 
Tulips 

• Dwarf Red Hibiscus in containers 
• Red Neo Bromeliads, variegated red and white 

Neo Bromeliads

Create interior centerpieces or focal points 
for Holiday gatherings using some of the tropical 
foliage from your yard. 

• Arrange large alocacia stems, philodendron 
selloum or monstera leaves in vases for bold 
green texture

• Collect bunches of Nora Grant Ixoras or 
Presidential Red Hibiscus and include white 
peace lily blooms for statements of color

• Poinsettias, Antheriums, and blooming 
orchids can all be re-cycled into the landscape 
following seasonal displays

• Create Christmas ornaments by filling glass 
bulbs with tillandsias or give them as gifts

HOLIDAY LANDSCAPE LIGHTING
Today’s low voltage LED landscape lighting is 

now commonly available with the option of color-
changing lighting. Color-changing and dimmable 
LED fixtures can use up to 75% less  energy 
than incandescent lights, last longer, and offer 
a multitude of settings and options. A smart 

digital timer allows the flexibility to change color, 
brightness, and timing of lights for individual 
spaces, themes, parties, and allows control of 
separate outdoor spaces all from your phone.  

Different themes can be created for the various 
holidays.  For example, the front landscape lighting 
colors can be programmed to red and green 
for Holiday lighting theme while your backyard 
outdoor living area can be programmed with warm 
white ambient lighting. Initial installation cost 
landscape lighting is likely pricier than Christmas 
lights but the system can be utilized year-round!   

If you prefer good ole fashioned Christmas 
decorations get inspired by the Island events like 
the creatively lit shops along Periwinkle during the 
Sanibel Luminary and the Captiva Holiday Village!

• Uplight your palms or trees with colored 
spotlights

• Wrap trunks of single and multistem palms 
with string lights

• Use Icicle lights to hang like moss from older 
established boughs of Oak trees or large 
canopy trees

• Cover low groundcovers or shrubs in beds with 
one color of string or net lights and trunks of 
small trees with another color

• Illuminate any poinsettias or seasonal plantings 
with spotlights to showcase them at night

• Inflatable holiday decorations are more creative 
each year, often come with an illumination 
source and easy to install. Just remember 
to anchor them down in case of inclement 
weather.

• Put your lighting and lawn ornaments on a 
timer for convenience

Sanibel is a Dark Skies compliant city so be 
sure to review the lighting code before investing 
in your landscape lighting package. Sanibel rules 
for holiday lighting stipulate you may put up 
decorations as early as the day before Thanksgiving 
and must take them down by January 9th.  n




